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India and Brazil are amongst the largest democracies of the world and major economic players 

in their respective regions. While Brazil is the sixth largest economy of the world and the fifth 

largest country in size, India is the eleventh largest economy and seventh largest country in 

terms of geographical area. 

 

Together the two nations contribute about 8.5 per cent to the world’s GDP; the size of the 

economies coupled with the fact that they have a highly skilled workforce has allowed them to 

be recognized as significant emerging economies.  

 

Trade and investment relation between the two countries have grown manifold in the last 

decade. Indo-Brazil bilateral trade reached US$9.2 billion in 2011 (India’s imports were US$3.2 

billion and exports were US$6 billion). India’s exports registered a growth of 43 per cent in 2011 

as compared to 2010.  

 

The historic relation between India and Brazil dates back to the 17th century when the arrival of 

the Portuguese in both countries became the unifying factor and led to interactions at various 

levels. 

 

India and Brazil have a long tradition of cooperation in international fora including global trade 

and economic issues. They share common visions of the changing global order and have forged 

close cooperation in the multilateral arenas such as BRICS, G-20, IBSA and BASIC. Together they 

have worked for a successful conclusion of the Doha Round of negotiations. Both nations have 

also been partners in the G-4 efforts and worked towards expansion of the Permanent 

Membership of the UN Security Council.  

 

A new chapter of friendship and cooperation between India and Brazil opened with the state 

visit of Dilma Rousseff, Brazilian President, to India during the BRICS Leaders Summit in March 

2012. The two countries agreed to diversify the trade basket and set a target of US$15 billion 

for bilateral trade to be achieved by 20151
. India signed the following bilateral instruments for 

cooperation with Brazil during Rousseff’s visit: 

 

• Executive programme of cultural exchange 2012-2014;  

• Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) on cooperation under the Brazilian programme 

‘Science without Borders’;  

• Programme of cooperation on science, technology and innovation (2012-2014);  

• MoU on cooperation in the field of biotechnology;  

• MoU on technical cooperation;  
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• MoU between INMETRO (National Institute of Metrology, Quality and Technology, Brazil)  

and National Accreditation Board for Certification Bodies (NABCB) on mutual recognition of 

accreditation bodies; and 

• Statement of intent for promotion of gender equality and advancement of the rights of 

women and children.  

 

Taking forward the momentum generated in bilateral economic and commercial relations 

during the Brazilian President’s visit, Anand Sharma, India’s Minister of Commerce and Industry 

and Textiles, visited Brazil at the invitation of his counterpart Fernando Pimentel, Brazil’s 

Minister of Development, Industry and Foreign Trade and Antonio de Aguiar Patriota, Brazil’s 

Foreign Minister. The visit proved to be significant in more ways than one.  

 

On June 12, 2012, in Brazil, a Ministerial Dialogue was held where Sharma welcomed Brazilian 

investment to India’s infrastructure sector. During the dialogue, both sides agreed to establish a 

working group in the pharmaceuticals and life sciences sectors to further cooperation. Brazil 

also expressed keen interest in collaboration with India in joint production of essential drugs for 

fighting HIV AIDS and malaria. 

 

Brazil and India, focusing on the importance of re-launching the India-Brazil CEOs Forum, 

agreed that the proposed meeting of the two co-chairs of CEOs Forum would be a positive step 

in taking the initiative forward. 

 

Mr Anand Sharma also welcomed the soft launch of the CEOs forum and the first meeting 

between the Indian and Brazilian Chairs of this Forum during the visit. FICCI took the CEOs 

delegation from India for this Forum. Mr K V Kamath, Chairman, Infosys, led the Indian CEOs 

delegation and also co-chaired the CEOs forum on June 11, 2012. Name of Mr. Marco Stefanini 

was announced as the co-chair of CEO’s forum from the Brazilian side. 

 

Economic Complementarities 

 

The two countries have several complementarities, which can be leveraged to mutual 

advantage. Brazil is a treasure trove of natural resources - agricultural produce, forest resources 

and minerals. India, on the other hand, is a major consumer of these commodities that serve as 

active ingredients to fuel its industrial growth. In the services sector, India has emerged as a 

powerhouse of software and knowledge-based industry. Brazilian companies and businesses, 

even the SMEs, are availing this expertise to their advantage.  

 

Brazil has been successful in reducing poverty, inequality and hunger by developing profitable 

small farms and increasing cash supply to poor families through innovative payment schemes. 

India can take a cue from Brazil’s experience in raising agricultural output and tackling the 

menace of poverty and inequality. 

 

Similarly, Brazil can take advantage of India’s innovation in providing greater access to 

products, services and employment to low-income populations. Brazilian officials predict a 



deficit of 23 million homes for low-income families in the next 20 years. Hence, partnership 

opportunities of Brazilian companies with their Indian counterparts in providing affordable 

housing could go a long way in strengthening mutual cooperation. 

 

India and Brazil have been recognized as attractive destinations for FDI inflows as well. There 

has been an increase in two-way investments in both the countries. As of March 2012, total 

investment in India from Brazil was about US$15.55 million. 

 

Indian companies have invested heavily in sectors such as IT, pharmaceutical, energy, agri-

business, mining, engineering and auto sectors taking advantage of opportunities in the 

Brazilian market. In turn, Brazilian companies have invested in Indian automobiles, bio-fuels, 

footwear, IT, mining and energy. 

 

The opportunities for cooperation between India and Brazil have immense potential in sectors 

such as agriculture, defence, mining, energy, science and technology, space, education, health 

and energy. 
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